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As the second collection in our Deconstructed platform, **DECONSTRUCTED METAL** extends this unique design philosophy by uncovering a glimpse of sparkle in the inner workings of the floor’s foundation. By transforming the traditional carpet construction, this collection uncovers a new dimension in design, exposing the raw elements of the carpet’s construction in three dazzling colored primary backings featured beneath the fiber.

Backed in titanium, bronze and graphite, this versatile collection uses a metallic primary backing to create a unique textural pattern with hints of sparkle, adding depth and texture to the dimensional design.

We know that performance is not measured by single components, but is an intricate equation solved through robust ingredients and innovative technology. We broaden our view to define performance beyond how our products withstand the physical environment, to how they support human performance, productivity, collaboration and comfort, and transform the experience of our customers.

Deconstructed Metal encompasses this performance design philosophy, looking at design in a different light.
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